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3.2 Measurements of keV-Neutron Capture 7 Rays of
Fission Products(II)

Masayuki IGASHIRA
Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology

2-12-1 0-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

7 rays from the keV-neutron capture reactions by 140Ce, 141Pr, and u7IM8,i<i91i5oSm have
been measured in a neutron energy region of 10 to 550 keV, using a large anti-Compton
Nal(Tl) 7-ray spectrometer and the 'Li(p,n)'Be pulsed neutron source with a 3-MV
Pelletron accelerator. The preliminary results for the capture cross sections and 7-ray
spectra of those nuclei are presented and discussed.

1. Introduction
The keV-neutron capture cross sections of fission products(FPs) are indispensable for

studies on innovative nuclear energy systems, and those of some FPs also for studies
on the s-process nucleosynthesis in stars. Moreover, keV-neutron capture 7-ray spectra
are necessary for studies on neutron capture reaction mechanism, and those of largely
deformed nuclei would provide important information on nuclear excitation modes such
as the Ml scissors mode[l]. However, those data, especially spectrum data, are quite
inadequate both in quality and in quantity. Therefore, we are measuring keV-neutron
capture 7 rays of important FPs to obtain those nuclear data. For the past one year,
we finished the measurements for 140Ce, H1Pr, and 14''150Sm in a lower neutron energy
region of 10 to SO keV, and those for 148il'l9Sm at a high energy of 550 keV. Preliminary
results are presented and compared with previous results in literature.

2. Experimental Procedure
Both the lower-energy and 550-keV measurements were performed with the 3-MV Pel-

letron accelerator of the Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors at the Tokyo Institute
of Technology. A typical experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.

Pulsed keV neutrons were produced from the 'Li(p,n)'Be reaction by bombarding a
Li-evaporated copper disk with the 1.5-ns bunched proton beam from the Pelletron ac-
celerator. The average proton beam current was 5 to 7 jiA at a 2-MHz pulse repetition
rate. The incident neutron spectrum on a capture sample was measured by means of a
time-of-fiight(TOF) method without the sample, employing a 6Li-glass scintillation de-
tector. The angle between the detector axis and the proton beam direction was adjusted
for each sample so that the average incident neutron spectrum could be observed.

Capture samples were disks with a diameter of 2 cm (Sin isotope samples; or 5.5 cm
(H0Ce and H1Pr samples) and a thickness of 0.3 to 0.5 cm. The sample was located 11.8
cm(the lower-energy measurements) or 19.8 cm(the 550-keV measurements) away from
the neutron source at an angle of 0° with respect to the proton beam direction. Highly
enriched oxide powder was used for each of the 1/10Ce and 1<1'.1<18>1'l9>150Sni samples, and
natural oxide powder for the 141Pr sample. Each powder sample was contained in a case
made of graphite. Standard Au samples, disks with a diameter of 2 or 5.5 cm and a.
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thickness of 0.2 or 0.17 cm, were used to determine the absolute number of neutrons
incident on each capture sample.

Capture 7 rays were detected with a large anti-Compton Nal(Tl) spectrometer[2], em-
ploying a TOF method. The main detector of spectrometer is a 15.2-crn diameter by
20.3-cm Na.I(Tl) detector, and is centered in a 33.0-cm outer diameter by 35.6-cm Nal(Tl)
hollow Compton-suppression detector. The spectrometer was set in a heavy shield con-
sisting of borated paraffin, borated polyethylene, cadmium, and potassium free lead. A
t;LiII shield that absorbed effectively the neutrons scattered by the sample was added
in the colliinetor of the spectrometer shield. The distance between the sample and the
spectrometer was 86 cm. Capture 7 rays were observed at an angle of 125° with respect
to the proton-beam direction. Capture events detected by the spectrometer were stored
in a workstation as two-dimensional data on TOF and pulse height(PH).

The measurement with each sample and the measurements with and without the stan-
dard An sample were made cyclically to average out changes in experimental conditions
such as the incident neutron spectrum. The three measurements were connected by the
neutron counts of the ''Li-glass scintillation detector.

3. Data Processing
The data processing method has been described in detail clsewhere[3,<l] and so is sum-

marized briefly in the present paper.
Typical incident neutron spectra, for the lower-energy and 550-keV measurements are

shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. Those spectra were extracted from the TOF
spectra observed with the ''Li-glass scintillation detector and from the relative neutron
detection efficiency of the detector. As seen from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), white neutrons were
used for the lower-energy measurements, and mono-energetic neutrons for the 550-keV
measurements.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(1)) show typical TOF spectra observed with the 7-ray spectrometer in
the lower-energy and 550-keV measurements, respectively. The sharp and intense peaks
at 9'10 channel in Fig. 3(a) and at 820 channel in Fig. 3(b) are due to 7 rays from the
'Li(pO')8Be reaction. The broad peak around 750 channel in Fig. 3(a) and the sharp
peak at 7(io channel in Fig. 3(b) are due to keV-neutron capture 7 rays from the ''''Sin
and ''19Sin samples, respectively. The time spread of keV-neutron capture 7 rays in Fig.
3(a) is caused by the whiteness of neutron energy.

Digital windows (l)Ws) were set. in the TOF spectrum to obtain foreground and back-
ground PI I spectra. The net capture 7-ray PII spectrum was extracted by subtracting
the background PU spectrum from the foreground one.

A PII weighting tcchnique[5] was applied to the net PII spectra to obtain the capture
yields. The capture yields of An and the standard capture cross section of Au[0] were
used to determine the absolute number of neutrons incident on each sample.

Corrections were made for the self-shielding and multiple-scattering of neutrons in the
sample, for the absorption of capture 7 rays in the sample, and for the dependence of
7-ray detection efficiency on the position in the sample. The oxide powder samples are
hygroscopic, and the exact characterization of the samples is a severe problem for accurate
cross section measurements. However, we have not yet performed the chara.cteriza.tion.
Therefore, the correction for the water in the sample is not made.

4. Results and Discussion
Preliminary cross section values of H0Cc, 1<uPr, and 1'1".i'|8,H9,i50gm a r e s l i o w n j n
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Figs. 4-9, respectively. The present values of H0Cc arc larger than all the previous
mcasurements[7-9] except for the measurement by Sidclappa et al.[10], and so are about
50 % larger than the evaluated values of JENDL-3.2[11]. The present results of H1Pr
agree with those of Taylor et a.l.[L'2] within their experimental errors, but are system-
atically about 10 % larger than their values and the evaluations of JENDL-3.2. Other
experimental values[13-17] are also compared with the present ones. The present results
of l<1''iri0S'in are in good agreement with the recent measurements by Wisshak et al.[18].
There are no experimental data to be compared with the present results of M8ll'l9Sm at
550 keV, and so the present results are shown together with our previous results[19] and
other measurcments[18,20,21] in a lower energy region and compared with the evaluations
of.JENDL-3.2. The present result of H8S'in is in excellent agreement with the evaluation,
but that of l<l!)Sm is about 40 % larger than the evaluation.

The capture 7-ray PII spectra, of M0Ce and ''"Pr are shown in Fig. 10. The same
bump is observed around 1.5 MeV in the spectrum of ''"Pr as in our early work[3], but
such a bump is not clearly observed in the spectrum of ''l0Ce because fine structures
hide it. The 7-ray PII spectra of 1'l8'l'l9Sni are shown in Fig. 11, and the same bump is
observed around 2.5 MeV in both spectra as in the lower-energy rnea.surements[19]. The
spectra of N''l50Sin are shown in Fig. 12, and the bump is observed around 3 MeV in
the spectrum of 150Sm and around 2 MeV in that of ''''Sin. The energy position of the
bump is consistent with the systematic^ obtained from our early work[3]. The bump was
attributed only to a resonance structure of the El 7-ray strength function in the work,
but the origin of the bump should be investigated a'so from different aspects such as the
excitation of nuclear Ml scissors mode.
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Fig. 1. Typical experimental arrangement.
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FiK. 2. Incident neutron spectra in the (a) lower-energy and (b) 550-keV measurements.
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Fig. 3. TOF spectra observed by the 7-ray spectrometer in the

(a) lower-energy and (b) 550-keV measurements.
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Fig. 6. Capture cross sections of H7Sm.
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Fig. 8. Capture cross sections of 149Sm.
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Fig. 5. Capture cross sections of 141Pr.
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Fig. 7. Capture cross sections of 148Sm.
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Fig. 10. Capture 7-ray PH spectra of M0Ce and Fig. 11. Capture 7-ray PH spectra of H 8Sm and
'"Pr.Tlie average incident neutron energy is 30 149Sm.Tlie incident neutron energy is 550 keV.
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